
Roberto Nocerino 
Lisbon, April 22, 2015 

GLS case study
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q  Milan 
q  4-6 bikes for letters and small parcels 

Pro-E-Bike pilot 
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Traditional model Pro-e-bike model 

250 deliveries/day 

0,5 V 
+ 

4-6 e-B 
2,5 V 

The problem 
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•  GLS: big logistics company 

•  2 Vans à 4-6 e-BIKEs 

•  Level of difficulty 

•  Level of success 

 
HARD complexity 

Pro-E-Bike pilot 
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4	  /	  6	  e-‐bikes	  

852	  days	  (10	  months)	  

48.390	  deliveries	  

28.570	  kg	  |	  114	  m3	  	  

57	  deliveries	  

33	  kg	  |	  0,13	  m3	  	  

20.020	  km	  	   23,5	  km	  

20	  km/h	  

PILOT STATS 

per bike daily 

- 5.000 kg CO2  

Pro-E-Bike pilot 
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GLS needed a new logistics platform (market enlargement) 

 

The project of GLS  Milan Duomo recovers an old warehouse converted into 

a urban platform service for the whole area of Milan C using e-vehicles. 

 

The goals of the project are: 

1.  Energy saving; 

2.  Development of new business opportunities; 

3.  …and obviously:  achieve the current distribution costs. 

The new e-vehicles logistics platform 
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GLS Duomo project in Milan 

The question is: 

is it possible 

Cost (Handling+Distribution) e-plat<=Cost (Handling+Distribution) plat 

? 
The answer is… 
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Platform GLS 
Duomo 

•  Easy to reach from 
the east and south 
motorways 

•  Far f rom Piazza 
Duomo less than 3.7 
Km 

The e-platform 
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GLS Duomo e-
platform Layout 

q  Refurbishment of a disused site (1.000 sqm); 
q  Led lighting for energy saving; 
q  Capacity to manage up to 16 e-vans and 14 e-bikes;  

The e-platform 
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The GLS fleets 

TRADITIONAL FLEET: 15 ICE vans NEW FLEET: 12 e-vans + 6 e-bikes 
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Model and producer Pedelecs (mod. Huno) 

Load capacity 60 dlcubi 

Km per day 15,0 

Power consumption 1,5 Kw 

N° of deliveries per bike a day 60 

N° bikes 8 

1.  The GLS Duomo platform allows to increase bike deliveries up to 20% a day in the same working time 
2.  The two vans for bulky goods will be able to increase by about 10% number of daily services 

The e-bikes 

How the energy saving can reduce direct cost in distribution 
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parameters  Sprinter o Ducato (*) e nv 200 Nissan (*) 

Load capacity 8,5 mcubi 4,3 mcubi 

Power cost 0,2 €/Km 0,02 €/Km 

Fee for Area C 5 €/day free 

Volume utilization 57% 200% 

Delivery rounds 1,0 1,2 

Direct emission gCO2eq./ Km (WTT)  100 0 

Direct emission PM10 mg/Km 5 0 

Km per day 60 40 

(*) the comparison  is possible because the cost of rental or leasing of vans, electrical and thermal is almost equivalent 

How the energy saving can reduce direct cost in distribution 

The e-vans 
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GLS Duomo project in Milan 

The question is: 

is it possible 

Cost (Handling+Distribution) e-plat<=Cost (Handling+Distribution) plat 

? 
The answer is… 
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250 days/yr 

...the answer is… 

TRADITIONAL FLEET: 15 ICE vans NEW FLEET: 12 e-vans + 6 e-bikes 

 
250 days/yr 

Fuel cost 
70 km/day*van 

0,2 €/km 
↓ 

52.500 €/yr 

 
Area C 
5 €/day 
↓ 

18.750 €/yr 

En. cost e-vans 
70 km/day*e-van 

0,02 €/km 
↓ 

4.200 €/yr 

En. cost e-bikes 
25 km/day*e-bike 

0,01 €/km 
↓ 

375 €/yr 

71.250 €/yr 4.575 €/yr 
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Energy	   4.575 

Congestion charge	   0 

Platform	   60.000 

Salaries	   495.000 

Fines	   750 

TOTAL	   560.325 

...the answer is… 

TRADITIONAL FLEET: 15 ICE vans NEW FLEET: 12 e-vans + 6 e-bikes 

 
 Fuel	   52.500	  

Congestion charge	   18.750	  

Platform	   40.000	  

Salaries	   468.750	  

Fines	   1.000	  

TOTAL	   581.000	  

Biker salary is 2/3  
of Driver one  
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bikers 

e van 200 

New 
shoppers 

Some pictures 
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•  Kick off Milan Duomo 20 april  2015; 

•   Development of new services to customers and residents; 

•   Achieve Safe Driving Control for drivers; 

•   Extension of the use of e-vans and e-bikes to other areas in Milan. 

Next steps 

Franco Fabriziani 14/04/2015 
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Conclusions 

q  Conditions and hypothesis 
ü  Need for a new logistic platform 
ü  Prevision of further market enlargement 
ü  Congestion charge in the city centre 
ü  Investment for marketing opportunities 

q  Role of Public Administration 
ü  Creation of access restricted areas 
ü  Creation of UCDC in disused public areas 

Easy solutions for complex problems do not exist  
(or maybe they exist but they don’t work)* 

*“For every complex problem there is an answer that is 
clear, simple, and wrong” H. L. Mencken 
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Contacts 

q  Roberto Nocerino 
nocerino@poliedra.polimi.it 

q  Federico Lia 
lia@poliedra.polimi.it 

 
 
www.poliedra.polimi.it  

Thanks for your 
attention!  


